Powerful rides, for power people!
Vazeos Car Rental was established in Santorini in 1998. The company’s guiding principles revolve around professionalism, integrity, and reliability, serving customers with respect and courtesy. In 2011, Vazeos upgraded its business, providing chauffeured Luxury Car Rental services, to and from the airport, the port, wineries, museums, beaches and hotels on the island. Moreover, for those who wish to add a luxury touch to their Santorini wedding, Vazeos Luxury Car Rentals has a special wedding car fleet. Last but not least, the company can arrange for chauffeur driven car rentals throughout Greece, upon request.
Vazeos Luxury Car Rentals provides VIP Limo transportation services committed to exceeding customer expectations. The elegant limousine exudes a sense of unsurpassed luxury, grace and style while all company chauffeurs are dedicated professionals who aim to make your experience pleasant and worry-free. No matter what the event – weddings, business trips, celebrity transportation, etc. – Vazeos Luxury Car Rentals will get everyone to their destination on time and with class, seeing no limit to customer service and customer loyalty.
Representing the epitome of comfort, safety, and refinement, the Mercedes C-200 has sculpted sides, gracefully styled lines, and a luxurious cabin. There is ample space in the heavenly comfortable seats, with plenty of head- and legroom. The car’s upmarket feel is reflected in the high-quality materials of its interior, the beautifully designed dash, metal finishes, power seat adjusters, and cutting edge safety equipment.

- **Cylinder capacity:** 1990 cc
- **Horsepower:** 170 hp
- **Doors:** 4
- **Seats:** 3+1
- **Color:** Black
A startlingly good looking luxury vehicle, the Mercedes E-220 is a ‘masterpiece of intelligence’: its brand new aluminium engine, incredible design, wealth of features, and well-built interior assure all the quality someone would expect from Mercedes. The E-220 glides over most road imperfections, assuring a smooth ride even in the rugged Santorinian terrain.

- **Cylinder capacity:** 1950 cc
- **Horsepower:** 170 hp
- **Doors:** 4
- **Seats:** 3+1
- **Color:** Black
The superb engineering, driving dynamics, exceptional performance, cabin quality, and impressively well-built interior make the BMW 520 the ultimate choice for those who prefer to be transported in style, as well as in the lap of luxury. The intuitive layout, ample head-and-shoulder room, smooth suspension, and state-of-the-art safety features impress even the most discerning users of this class leader.

- Cylinder capacity: 1997 cc
- Horsepower: 184 hp
- Doors: 4
- Seats: 3+1
- Color: Black
The spirited engine, sporty suspension, sophisticated aerodynamics, sharp handling, and grand performance on any terrain place the BMW X1 in the crossroads of luxury, fierce new style, charming audacity, and daring versatility. The premium compact BMW X1 is the perfect companion for any kind of activity, awakening everyone’s spirit of adventure and exploration.

- Cylinder capacity: 1,499 cc
- Horsepower: 150 hp
- Doors: 4
- Seats: 3+1
- Color: Black
Functionality and aesthetics heavenly matched. The striking lines, refined rear design, panorama glass roof, and excellent roadholding reflect the elegant, yet sporty grace of the BMW Tourer. The roomy interior, light-filled atmosphere, top quality materials, and functional versatile space make it ideal for adventure-loving groups, or families who want to explore the stunning island of Santorini.

- Cylinder capacity: 1499 cc
- Horsepower: 150 hp
- Doors: 4
- Seats: 4
- Color: Crimson red
Large as life, and a real eye-catcher, this Mercedes minivan is powerful, agile and extremely comfortable, making it ideal for families, or groups of professionals that wish to travel in style.

There is ample space for storing luggage or equipment, a spacious, versatile cabin, electric sliding rear doors, rear climate control, and reduced interior noise. A vehicle that stands out and provides excellent ride comfort on any road.

- Cylinder capacity: 1499 cc
- Horsepower: 163 hp
- Doors: 4
- Seats: 7+1
- Color: Black
An incredible showcase of cutting-edge technology, the Mercedes S-Class dazzles with its superb engineering, high performance, and ground-breaking systems. Sit back and enjoy being chauffeured, focusing only on the explosive natural beauty of Santorini. The vehicle’s unique, sensual and exclusive design reflects its effortless supremacy, progressivity and unparalleled elegance.

- **Cylinder capacity:** 3498 cc
- **Horsepower:** 272 hp
- **Doors:** 4
- **Seats:** 3+1
- **Color:** Black
BMW 420D Convertible

This incredibly designed, elegant, and impressively efficient model will be the perfect choice for those couples who want to impress their guests in a subtle, yet memorable way. It takes only 20 seconds to fold the hardtop, to enjoy the magical Aegean breeze and let everyone witness your happiness.

- Cylinder capacity: 2000 cc
- Horsepower: 184 hp
- Doors: 2
- Seats: 4
- Color: White
Representing the epitome of comfort, safety and refinement, the Mercedes C-200 has sculpted sides, gracefully styled lines, and a luxurious cabin. There is ample space in the heavenly comfortable seats, with plenty of head- and legroom. Ideal for an unforgettable appearance at the church and reception venue.

- **Cylinder capacity:** 1990 cc
- **Horsepower:** 170 hp
- **Doors:** 4
- **Seats:** 3+1
- **Color:** Black
mercedes e-220

A startling luxury vehicle, the Mercedes E-220 is a “masterpiece of intelligence”. Its incredible design, wealth of features, and stunning interior assure all the quality someone expects from Mercedes. The E-220 glides over road imperfections, assuring a smooth ride, even in the mountainous Santorinian terrain.

- **Cylinder capacity:** 1950 cc
- **Horsepower:** 170 hp
- **Doors:** 4
- **Seats:** 3+1
- **Color:** Black
Mercedes SE-280
Americana—Vintage

Your wedding day transportation reflects your style. It can either be super trendy, or old-fashioned, like right out of a movie set. If you have your heart set on a vintage car, then look no further than this stunning vintage Mercedes that will dazzle your guests, exuding elegance, romanticism, and classiness.

- Cylinder capacity: 2800 cc
- Horsepower: 160 hp
- Doors: 4
- Seats: 4
- Color: Beige
Mini Cooper Convertible

Modern, hip, and trendy. If this is the kind of couple you are, then the Mini Cooper Convertible is the ideal choice for your wedding. Spacious, despite its size, perfect for the narrow, winding roads of Santorini, and with a soft-top that can be adjusted at any speed, and it can even be half-open.

- Cylinder capacity: 1500 cc
- Horsepower: 134 hp
- Doors: 2
- Seats: 4
- Color: Ivory
Traditional, yet so unconventional. The VW Beetle Convertible is ideal for free-spirited couples that love its unbeatable character, undeniable charm, and authentic style. It radiates optimism, exactly like a newlywed couple should, and its summery mood reflects the bright side of life.

- Cylinder capacity: 1200 cc
- Horsepower: 105 hp
- Doors: 2
- Seats: 4
- Color: White
Range Rover

A powerful vehicle for a power couple. The Range Rover is a true design icon of unsurpassed elegance. Ideal for the rugged Santorinian terrain, this fine piece of machinery will get you to church, wedding reception venue and hotel in style, impressing everyone from the first moment on.

- Cylinder capacity: 3000 cc
- Horsepower: 258 hp
- Doors: 4
- Seats: 4
- Color: White